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We sell only the main engines, engine components and electronics as listed above for the swap.
Sold as it is. You will receive the exact same actual item as you see in the pictures. The
Shipping and Handling Fees may change. Please inbox us question about it before you buy it.
The Carrier will collect those charges when deliver. Please make sure you understand that we
do not hold any responsibilities with those charges. Buyer should be responsible for the return
shipping fees. Please contact us ASAP for working out a fair solution. And be noted that we do
not hold any responsibilities on the. Some pictures on the listing show how it appears after
installation. The other connected parts are only for show purpose as stated. Should you have
any questions about our product, please email us for clarification. Kindly be noted that we could
not response promptly to all your emails as there is a time difference between Hong Kong and
the other countries. And we could not work 24 hours a day. But we will try our best to answer
your questions ASAP in the business days. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on
Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing has ended.
Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This
amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab. Visit store. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists.
Feb 16, PST. Will ship to Ukraine. Read item description or contact seller for shipping options.
See details. Seller's other items. Similar sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel.
Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Visit my eBay store. Please review all pictures
and shipping info before bidding. We are willing to work out a fair solution. And be noted that
we do not hold any responsibilities on the charges of the installation. All right reserved. Store
Home. USD USD 4. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:.
Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in
a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist.
Condition: Used. Ended: Feb 16, PST. Shipping: Will ship to Ukraine. Item location: Hong Kong,
Hong Kong. Additional Shipping Charges may apply if your shipping address is in Rural or
Remote Areas small towns and counties or would require you to pick up at closest dock
location. Engines complete with accessories may not comply with the emission control laws of
the state in which it is being sold or used. The add-on parts on the engine sold by Japan
General Motors Inc are left attached for testing purpose only, for your convenience and are free
of charge. The purchase price represents the cost of the long block only i. Important: Failure to
follow the following maintenance requirements voids this warranty:. Skip to main content. Email
to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing
has ended. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab. Visit store. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for
more lists. Feb 12, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for
shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Similar sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of
1 - Carousel. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Japan General Motors Inc. Visit my
eBay store. Sign up for newsletter. We accept each of the following forms of payments:. Local
pick ups are also welcome! Please call prior to picking up. We do not accept company checks.
You must provide a valid working phone number prior to your shipment leaving. If you do not
provide this, your shipment will be delayed. Limited warranty offered by Japan General Motors:.
People with no feedback rating must contact us prior to bidding. If you have any issues with any
items you have received from us, please contact us prior to leaving feedback, we pride
ourselves in having the ultimate customer service in the industry and are always willing to go
the extra mile for you, our loyal customer! Thank you for choosing Japan General Motors. We
appreciate your business with us! Business seller information. Contact details. Return policy.
Back to home page Return to top. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends
Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or
tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Condition: Used.
Ended: Feb 12, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller
for shipping options. Seller: japangeneralmotors Seller's other items. Actual item's pictures What you see is what you get! We do not use sample photos! No exceptions! Phone number is a
MUST. We can not ship without providing your phone number. Customers only. Your billing
information must match the information on your card. Please verify the billing information with

your bank prior to placing your order. Paypal: for U. We will only ship to the confirmed address
on the paypal payment. If you are wanting the item shipped elsewhere, please confirm the
address prior to paying for the item. We cannot, according to paypal rules and regulations, ship
to anywhere other than the confirmed address. If you have any questions regarding these steps,
please call us so that we may assist you. We do not accept paypal payments for customers
outside of the continental united states. We do not accept paypal for local pick ups. Wire
transfers: for U. And overseas customers. Please email us the complete name, address, and
phone number. We must have this information in prior to shipping your item. Shipping Terms
You must provide a valid working phone number prior to your shipment leaving. Residents: We
charge accordingly depending on your location. Puerto rico customers: please email us so that
we may be able to get an accurate shipping quote from one of our carriers. You will be
responsible for all customs fees. Canadian customers: please email us so that we may be able
to get an accurate shipping quote from one of our carriers. Overseas customers: please email
us with your full address so that we may be able to get an accurate shipping quote for you. We
can only ship to the nearest sea port that services you. You will be responsible for taxes, duty,
customs clearance, and shipping out of the port. Important note: do not sign the release
documents without fully inspecting the outer packaging for noticeable signs of damage. The
freight companies will not let you open up the packaging prior to signing, therefore you must
note any signs of damage based on the external packaging. If you sign the form and do not note
any possible damages, the freight company will be relieved of all responsibility and you will not
be reimbursed for any damages done to your shipment caused during shipping. Once again,
please do not sign the release form or let the driver leave without first inspecting the packaging
for possible damages. The engine block, cylinder walls and cylinder head are also warranted to
be free of cracks or distortion. Head gaskets are warranted for 30 days only, irrespective of the
application as stated in Section A. Japan General Motors Inc reserves the right to repair with
rebuilt or serviceable used parts, or exchange the engine at its own discretion and
determination. Items not covered: All external parts attached to the engines, e. This limited
warranty does not cover: The cost of labor required to remove and install a repaired or
exchanged engine to the vehicle. Any damage caused by abuse, neglect, accident or natural
perils. Loss caused by the engine being improperly installed. Loss caused by overheating. The
warranty does not cover oil leaks, blown head gasket or any other engine damage due to over
heating caused by poor water circulation, clogged radiator, stuck thermostat or a faulty water
pump, etc. Decrease in performance of any covered part due to normal wear and tear unless
actual breakdown occurs , having regard to inherent manufacturing faults in some engine
models. Loss caused by any modification or use of the engine for which it was not originally
designed. The engine if it is used for competitive driving or racing. Loss caused by the failure of
a part or parts of the engine that are not covered by this limited warranty. Tune-ups and
adjustments, filters, hoses, belts, lubricants, coolants, emission control devices, spark plugs,
tune-up parts, etc. Deterioration or pre-ignition damage. Repairs performed without prior
authorization from Japan General Motors inc. Loss caused by defective timing belt. A brand
new timing belt must be installed. Loss caused by modification or forced induction NOS,
Turbos, Supercharged for which the engine was not designed. Limitation of duration: Repairs or
exchanges will not extend this limited warranty beyond the described term on this form Item A.
Disclaimer 1: This limited warranty is in lieu of any and all other expressed warranties of Japan
General Motors Inc. Any warranty implied is limited to the duration of this limited warranty.
Japan General Motors Inc does not assume or authorize any person to assume on its behalf any
other obligation of liability. Disclaimer 2: Japan General Motors Inc will not be responsible for
incidental or consequential damages arising from loss of use, loss of time, inconvenience, or
commercial loss, or any other consequential damage or loss. Disclaimer 3: Japan General
Motors Inc will not be responsible if the engine does not fit into your vehicle. Warranty claim
procedure: To file a warranty claim, call us The customer is responsible for all the freight
charges on the return of defective engines and no replacement engine will be sent until our staff
have inspected and verified the returned defective engine in question. If the engine is defective,
Japan General Motors Inc will refund the shipping charges to the customer and ship out a
replacement engine. If the engine is not defective the customer will pay all shipping charges to
ship the engine back to the customer. The engine MUST be returned in the same condition it
was sent, all missing parts will be charged to the customer. Set ignition to specification as
recommended by manufacturer. Change oil after miles. Re-torque cylinder head bolts to
manufacturers specification. Check cooling system and service if rusted or contaminated with
oil and replace coolant. Must replace the timing belt, oil filter, water pump and spark plugs.
Sales Policy All sales are final, no refunds or exchanges. No Deposit refunds. Condition of Used
Engines These are used engines which have been in use for 40,, miles depending on the year of

manufacture and are not brand new. There may be small scratches on the engine because it is
used. There may also be fragile plastic, metal or rubber parts that could possibly bend or break
during shipping. These parts can be replaced with parts from your original engine or bought
from a local used auto parts store. Bidders People with no feedback rating must contact us
prior to bidding. The Toyota JZ engine family is a series of inline-6 automobile engines. The JZ
engine was offered in 2. The 2. With the aid of a DOHC, valve head and a dual-stage intake
manifold. All of these models also came with a 4-speed automatic transmission as standard; no
manual gearbox option was offered. The first generation 1JZ-GTE employs twin CT12A
turbochargers arranged in parallel and blowing through a side-mount or front mount air-to-air
intercooler. With an 8. The early generation 1JZ-GTEs combined the inherent smoothness of an
inline 6-cylinder engine with the revving capacity of its short stroke and early power delivery of
its small, ceramic wheeled turbochargers. The ceramic turbine wheels are prone to delamination
in the setting of high impeller rpm and local temperature conditions, usually a result of higher
boost. The first generation 1JZs were even more prone to turbo failure due to there being a
faulty one-way valve on the head, specifically on the intake cam cover causing blow-by gases to
go into the intake manifold. On the exhaust side, a decent amount of oil vapor flows into the
turbos causing premature wear on the seals. The later second generation engines had this
problem fixed and in Japan there was actually a recall in order to repair the first generation
engines, though that does not apply to 1JZs imported to other countries. The single turbo is in
part made more efficient by the use of smaller exhaust ports in the head, this allows the
escaping exhaust gasses to have more velocity as they exit the head, which in turn, spools the
turbo faster and at lower RPM. The adoption of VVT-i and the improved cylinder cooling allowed
the compression ratio to be increased from 8. In around , Toyota introduced what are probably
the least recognised members of the JZ engine family â€” the FSE direct injection variants. This
is necessary to run at extremely lean air-fuel ratios around 20 to at certain engine load and revs.
VVT-i variable valve timing was added later in for the model year. This engine is not merely a
stroked version of the 1JZ although they share a common bore size, bore pitch, and general
architecture , but has a taller block deck and longer connecting rods to accommodate the The
2JZ-GE is a common version. It uses Sequential Electronic Fuel Injection, has an aluminum
head and 4 valves per cylinder, along with a cast-iron cylinder block, with some versions using
VVT-i. Despite common misconception it was not a true COP Coil-On-Plug , also known as
Plug-top coil ignition system instead relying on one coil to fire two cylinders, one of which was
by spark plug wire. The 2JZ-GTE is an inline-layout , six-cylinder , belt-driven dual overhead
camshaft , air-intercooled, twin-turbocharged, cast-iron block, aluminium cylinder headed
engine designed and manufactured by Toyota Motor Corporation that was produced from until
in Japan. Its mechanical basis was the existing 2JZ-GE , but differed in its use of sequential twin
turbochargers and an air-to-air side-mounted intercooler. Toyota's VVT-i variable valve timing
technology was added to the engine beginning in September , hence it phased out the original
engine. Consequently, maximum torque and horsepower was raised for engines selling in all
markets. In its first appearance, torque was advertised as The mutually agreed, industry-wide
output ceiling was enforced by Japan's now-defunct Gentlemen's Agreement exclusively
between Japanese automakers selling to the Japanese domestic market. The mechanical
similarities between the Japanese-specification CT20 turbine and export-specification CT12B
turbine allow interchangeability of the exhaust-side propeller shaft. Additionally, the
export-exclusive CT12B turbine received more durable turbine housings and stainless steel
turbine and impeller fins. Multiple variants of the Japanese CT20 turbine exist discretely, which
are identified with the B , R , and A part number suffixes e. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. Motor vehicle engine. Archived from the original on Retrieved JDM Spec Engines.
Categories : Toyota engines Inline-six engines. Hidden categories: Articles needing additional
references from June All articles needing additional references Articles with short description
Short description matches Wikidata All articles with unsourced statements Articles with
unsourced statements from April Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article
Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Toyota Motor
Corporation. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Toyota JZ engines. Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. He claims that their record did not reflect that
and that it is going for the stated original price. I also asked to confirm that there was a backup
camera. He said no as sometimes it puts up general information. I was put off as it made me
thing what else is incorrect. Sales person was polite but did not offer anything that made me
want to buy the truck. I spoke with the dealer rep. He was very friendly and informative. He

discussed the vehicle and it's condition. Because of the distance I was not able to view the
vehicle. As far as customer service, they answered all mt questions Recommend them. So
wonderful honestly, bought my MAZDA3 hatchback from them earlier right before they closed
for the day and they were still excited and respectful even though I can elate due to work, would
definitely buy another car from them again if I ever need one! Quick, fair and professional. I
traded my car in for a fair price to them and purchased my truck for a very fair price. The truck
needed some love but now it looks and drives great! I cut them a check and 4 days later I had
the title in my hand and a week after that they mailed me the registration. They Communicated
consistently with me and were very prompt with both questions that I had. Very efficient Great
repirts. Frank was really easy to work with. He even allowed us to take the car to a mechanic to
have it checked up. Highly recommend this dealership. Unfortunately we couldnt comw toether
on communication, but I will say they did not stop trying for me. Unfortunately the car was sold
the night before, but I really enjoyed the conversation with Nick. Good guy that I would
definitely recommend. Dealer responded to email, stated vehicle was still for sale, drove from
Temple. The vehicle was not available and on loan to a customer. He stated he would email me
when he it came back. Never heard from them again. Terrible we had to put in a new alternator
new battery and a new tire. Then it breaks down ends up in the shop then they want 1, Worst
experience ever. The guy I spoke with was a gentleman and very knowledgeable of the car. He
went above and beyond for me even sending me pictures of the car that had some
imperfections. I thought that was very nice and professional of him. A real nice guy and a
positive experience. Responded quickly, honest about issues with car. Still considering even
though it's not exactly what I'm looking for and happy to work with them again. The SUV looked
ok at first then see the back an it had a dent would be a good deal if that wasn't there.
Dealership was very friendly, honest and gave me a great deal on the Ford Mustang. Couldn't
have done better. I was told the price was a cash price only, they wanted more for me to
finance!? Seriously shady vibe, left asap. Dealer answered email about car I was looking at very
quick. Also answered another email about payment options.. Among the first models to be
introduced by Lexus, the Lexus GS debited in and immediately became a hit with drivers and
professional automotive journalists. It shook Mercedes and BMW as the only standards for
luxury sedans and has remained popular ever since. A second generation was launched in A
third generation was launched eight years later in - near eternity for Lexus, the car company
"that never sleeps. The car has always had a 3. The most recent versions pumped out
horsepower and cruised from zero to 60 in 6. We'll help you find great deals among the millions
of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image
Not Available. Request Information. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? Lexus dealers in Atlanta
GA. Lexus dealers in Chicago IL. Lexus dealers in Dallas TX. Lexus dealers in Houston TX.
Lexus dealers in Los Angeles CA. Lexus dealers in Miami FL. Lexus dealers in New York NY.
Lexus dealers in Philadelphia PA. Lexus dealers in Washington DC. This is a Twin Turbo Supra,
with 68, miles on it, 6 speed manual trans. The car is in pristine condition and the best part is
that it is. Rare mark iv import! Prof built 2jz -gte turbo 6, 6 spd manual, long spec sheet! Over
the years, Toyota has forged quite a name for itself by Air conditioning, cruise control, power
locks, power windows, power seats, automatic transmission with overdrive, 3. The car is in Only
, km , miles. Power Seats This supra is a ton of fun to driver. It hasn acute t given me any
issues. Recently installed a new battery. Being that I have two Supras and nee. It is an
automatic transmission. It is a rare hard top model, so no targa top problems. The interior is in
great New paint is less than a year old. The car has around miles on it since being completed.
The car was completely stripped and redone. You wil. The motor and carb have been rebuilt
since owned. Car is perfect to do a minor restoration and drive, or build it with a 3tc or 2jz Lexus
GS sedan with only , miles. This is a clean, rust-free car that runs and drives very well. This car
has the legendary Toyota 2JZ Everything works perfectly. Until you step on it. At that point this
vehicle makes all the right noises that any 2JZ The car made all wheel horsepower at 1. If you
consider around drivetrain loss that puts this car at over hp at the crank It also makes a modest
and change at the wheels on low boost. If you are not familiar with this 3. Looks and runs very
well. NA automatic. It has been upgraded to the 2jz twin turbo motor with 6 speed transmission.
Car was converted around. Ad provided by UsAdsCenter. Get notified when we have new

listings available for 2jz. We use cookies to personalize your experience. More info. Trovit 2jz. X
x Receive the latest car listings by email. Receive new listings by email 2jz. By creating this
email alert, you agree to our Terms and our Privacy Policy. You can unsubscribe at any time.
Year No minimum No maximum Number of doors No minimum 2 3 4 5. No maximum 2 3 4 5.
Reduced Price! Similar searches "2jz": sl , gpw , suburban , grabber orange , diesel passenger
van , r4 sedan US Classifieds4all 7 days ago. Report View car. ClassicCars 26 days ago.
Autabuy 27 days ago. X Get notified when we have new listings available for 2jz x Receive the
latest car listings by email. Manage my alerts. Trovit by:. Our search engines. Follow us.
Download the app. More info Disagree Agree. Tell us how we can improve. Toyota 's Supra can
be traced back to the late s when the nameplate spun off as a moderately hulked-up version of
the company's second-generation Celica coupe. Celica Supras were built with longer
wheelbases, were wider, and had more powerful six-cylinder engines. But they were still
Celicas. In , the Supra dropped Celica from its name, and with the introduction of the
fourth-generation model in late-'92, now shared about as many ties with the company's
entry-level sport compact as it did with the brand's corny little Paseo. All of that was mostly
because of the MkIV Supra's factory turbocharged 2JZ-GTE powerplantâ€”an inline-six-cylinder
engine so ready to make sobering sorts of horsepower that, even 28 years later, pro
motorsports teams of all sorts still seek out the early '90s 3. And for good reason. Few
production engines before or since are capable of the sort of outlandish horsepower the
2JZ-GTE's good for with so few modifications. The 2JZ-GTE's naturally aspirated and
easier-to-find older sibling, the 2JZ-GE, is based upon the same short-block and nearly identical
but higher-compression rotating assembly, but as far as Toyota's concerned, is only good for
about hp. You don't care about these. But you don't live in Japan, and chances are the engine
you care about is the North American-bound 3. But you should; JDM engines are easier to
source, less expensive, and just as capable despite some of their shortcomings, like smaller
fuel injectors and cams. Toyota took cues from Nissan 's circuit-owning RB series of engines
when developing its 3. Unlike V-type engines, half of the block's rotating assembly doesn't get
tossed around in opposite directions from one another. Watch the 2JZ's mess of pistons and
rods spin about and you'll notice its front three cylinders do the opposite of its rear. The even
distribution of weight means the typical polar rocking motion you'll find in a V-6, for example,
isn't there. All you care about, though, is that the design means you can rev it higher longer,
safer, and smoother than just about anything else. Being able to double power levels may not
seem like something a simple engine's capable of, but that's sort of what make all of this
possible. Looking for an engine capable of or more horsepower without cracking open the
bottom end? Build it out of heavier-duty cast-iron instead of aluminum, give it a solid deck to
ward off cylinder movement, stuff in a forged crank, and tame the compression ratio with
dish-shaped pistons just like Toyota did. A series of seven main caps keep the crank from
shifting and under-piston oil squirters cool the rotating assembly and keep it lubricated at high
RPMs. Toyota's people also carefully considered the engine's geometry, integrating the elusive
square-shaped design where bore diameter and stroke length are one and the same. Capable of
2, hp Tightly-packaged, inline configuration Non-interference valvetrain Bulletproof cast-iron
block Forged crankshaft Massive main journals Under-piston oil squirters Square bore and
stroke Timing belt, oil pump, and cooling system capable of 1,plus hp. Failure-prone timing belt
tensioner bracket Oil pump seal can blow out Crank pulley can come apart Poor-flowing
cylinder head Failure-prone sequential turbo system. More than doubling the 2JZ-GTE's power
output isn't hard, according the guys at FSR, but ditching the sequential turbo system for a
larger, single compressor has got to happen first. First, look for a turbo in the 64 to 80mm range
accompanied by a higher-flowing external wastegate and ditch the side-mount intercooler for a
front-mount unit with more surface area. GReddy and several others offer upgrade kits that
include everything you need to do just that. You'll also need a higher-flowing fuel pump,
larger-diameter delivery lines, 1,cc fuel injectors, and some sort of tunable ECU like AEM's
Infinity, for example. Aftermarket cams like those from Brian Crower will make getting to that hp
mark a whole lot easier and are about the only thing you'll need to touch underneath the valve
cover this side of stiffer valve springs to avoid potential valve float. You'll need more than a
64mm turbo to get anywhere close, though, but it's less complicated than you think. Start with
something in the 72mm range, and plan on bulking up the bottom end with forged pistons and
rods as well as billet main caps. Larger-diameter head studs will keep the head from lifting off of
the block. Even bigger cams and head porting have also got to be addressed here, and if you
don't want to run out of fuel, look to 2,cc injectorsâ€”12 of them if you're power goals are silly
enoughâ€”along with a trio of fuel pumps, depending on how ridiculous and far away from that
Celica lineage you want to get. The 2JZ-GTE translates into a seemingly conservative hp and
lb-ft of torque for North American-bound models, and there is a reason things seem so timid.

Since '89, Japanese automakers have avoided expensive horsepower wars by capping
production-car output in its homeland to hp. At least on paper. This Gentlemen's Agreement has
since been broken, but the once settled-upon but often-not followed terms meant engine's like
Toyota's 2JZ-GTE left the production line with a whole lot of unsqueezed juice left in them. At
the time, the agreement made a lot of sense for a country with a maximum speed limit of 62mph
but has since proven unrealistic for American car-buyers who expect mom's minivan to make
more power than a mid-'90s supercar. All this means to you is that turning hp out of the
2JZ-GTE with a few bolt-ons any numbskull could handle is easier than you think. Toyota's
2JZ-GTE gets all hp from a sequentially paired team of Hitachi turbos codeveloped by Toyota
that aren't a whole lot different than the T3 turbo you once stuck on your Civic. Unlike parallel
twin-turbo setups where two equally sized turbos huff the same amount of air at the same time,
sequential layouts allow one turbo to do its job first and the other to join in at higher engine
speeds. Often times a smaller turbo precedes a larger one, but with the 2JZ-GTE, equal-sized
turbos sit at both ends. The Supra was one of the first cars to prove that sequential
turbocharging didn't have to be clunky and unreliable. Here, by 1, rpm the first turbo's already
online. Stab the throttle, let the ECU, wastegate, and a couple of bypass valves do their jobs,
and by 4, rpm, two turbos are spinning full-song. Brian Crower Cams: Aftermarket cams like
those from Brian Crower are one of the best ways to shift the 2JZ-GTE's powerband into a more
effective range, making the engine a whole lot more efficient. The company offers three stages
of cams that are suitable for everything from daily drivers to full-blown drag cars. AEM's
plug-and-play Infinity ECU connects right up to the Supra's engine and chassis harnesses and
allows for complete control over everything that's going on with the engine and a whole lot
more. As it turns out, a single-turbo overhaul, like something from GReddy, has got to happen if
you want to get serious. GReddy's single-turbo conversion kits include all of the important bits,
like an equal-length exhaust manifold, an external wastegate, and the turbo itself, with options
serious enough to allow for nine-second time slips. From the factory, North American versions
put down hp but leave a whole lot of wiggle room for much more. Toyota's 2JZ-GTE comes in a
few different varieties and can be sourced from multiple chassis, the most obvious of which is
the ''98 Supra Turbo. Toyota's cast-iron block is incredibly simple yet features key upgrades
that help preserve engine life while under boost, like the factory-supplied oil cooler that
sandwiches itself in between the oil filter and the block. Inline engines like the 2JZ-GTE typically
operate smoother and with less vibration than V-type engines with rotating assemblies that
throw their weight back and forth between two different banks. Massive power gains are
possible mostly because of the 2JZ-GTE's cast-iron block that requires little work. Aluminum's
lighter, sure, but few materials compare to the strength of cast-iron. Toyota also implemented a
solid deck that eliminates cylinder shifting that's common in open-deck designsâ€”another
reason huge power gains are possible here. Seven main caps fasten the forged crank in place.
High-horsepower applications require aftermarket billet main caps like these, but unless the
engine's geometry's been changed, the factory crank won't need to be swapped. Toyota's
inline-six initially featured a sequential turbo layout, where a pair of turbos work together to
provide impressive peak power with as little low-end lag as possible. Twin-turbo setups like this
preserve the Supra's heritage but ditch the often unreliable sequential configuration for a
parallel layout. The aluminum cylinder head features four valves per cylinder and a pent-roof
design. Here, airflow can be improved upon through porting, and more aggressive cams are
almost always necessary with high-horsepower applications. Toyota's clever, sequential turbo
layout, which is typically ditched in higher-horsepower applications, is based upon a pair of
Hitachi C12B turbos. Here, a single turbo does all the work early on before the second oneâ€”of
equal sizeâ€”comes online by 4, rpm. If you drive a turbocharged car, air leaks in the forced
induction system can rob you of all-important power - we give you the quick rundown of how to
troubleshoot suspected boost leaks. SuperStreetOnline how to. View Photo Gallery 29 Photos.
AEM Electronics. FSR Motorsports Creations. GReddy Performance Products. By Aaron Bonk.
Japanese European Domestic. Rodrez â€” Feb 5, Project K24 Pt. Rodrez â€” Nov 16, Rodrez â€”
Oct 22, Scott Tsuneishi â€” Oct 22, Rodrez â€” Oct 1, Super Street Newsletter Sign Up. Email:
Required. Zip Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and promotions from Super Street Online.
Yes â€” I prefer to receive occasional updates with special offers from carefully selected third
party partners of Super Street Online. By subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of
our terms of use. Sponsored Links. Make Model Year Search. Related Articles
SuperStreetOnline how to. It was developed during the era when Toyota over-engineered
everything they built. The 2JZ was produced from to and when Toyota was still producing the
2JZ, you could find it in a bunch of different applications. Starting with the absolute basic
differences, we have the fact that one of these engines is turbocharged and one is naturally
aspirated. Both these engines use a cast aluminum cylinder head with electronic fuel injection.

One of the goals it appears Toyota had with the GTE head was increase intake flow and increase
cooling. This is evident in the fact that the GTE has more and deeper water passages. With
better cooling, the chance of knock is greatly reduced and power is increased. The GTE also
has noticeably larger intake ports but it does have smaller exhaust ports. The intake and
exhaust manifolds are not interchangeable between these two engines. This is important to note
because when it comes to aftermarket intake or exhaust manifolds, you have significantly more
options with a GTE engine compared to a GE engine. Realistically both heads are pretty good
and offer a great amount of flow, but the GTE head is better with more intake flow, better
cooling, and much better aftermarket support. Yamaha did help Toyota with the 1JZ and various
other performance engines, but there is nothing directly tying Yamaha to the 2JZ other than the
fact that it shares a very similar design to the 1JZ head which Yamaha was involved with. There
was never any press reports or anything involving Yamaha and the 2JZ. Moving from the heads
down to the block, the differences are almost nonexistent. The biggest difference between the
GE and the GTE block is that the GTE block has piston oil squirters, which help keep the
pistons cool by spraying oil on the bottom of the piston dome. Another weird little difference is
the oil filter adapter housing, which is water-cooled on the GTE but not on the GE. This helps
the GE be more efficient and make as much power as possible. There are other small
differences such as the GTE having a slightly better oil pump and the early GE engines using
rotary-style ignition instead of coil-on-plug ignition, but those are relatively minor differences.
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